Optical imaging of the ventral medullary surface of cats: hypoxia-induced differences in neural activation.
Large-array optical recording procedures provide the potential to examine simultaneous activity of large numbers of neurons. We applied this technique to examine regional neuronal activation on the ventral medullary surface (VMS) of cats during hypoxic challenges. VMS was exposed through a ventral surgical approach in eight adult cats under pentobarbital sodium anesthesia. Arterial pressure, end-tidal CO2, costal diaphragmatic electromyograms, and electrocardiograms were continuously monitored. A coherent image conduit with 12-microns-fiber resolution was attached to a charge-coupled device camera and positioned over the VMS. Reflected 700-nm light was digitized continuously at 2- to 3-s intervals during baseline period, hypoxic (6, 9, and 12% O2 in N2) exposure, and recovery. Forty images within each epoch were averaged and subtracted from baseline. Regional differences within the image were determined by analysis of variance procedures (alpha = 0.05). In caudal VMS, hypoxic challenges with 12% O2 consistently induced a regional diminution in reflected light (increased neural activity) that was rapid in onset and persisted for approximately 20 min after termination of exposure, well beyond the duration of discernible ventilatory alterations. In contrast, the same challenge resulted in decreased neural activity of similar duration in rostral VMS areas. Challenges with lower inspired concentrations of O2 reversed the pattern of diminished neural activity in rostral regions and led to a dose-dependent increase in neural activity, a dependency also observed in caudal VMS. We conclude that caudal VMS neurons demonstrate a unidirectional dose-dependent response pattern to hypoxic stimuli, whereas rostral VMS regions exhibit a bidirectional response to increasing hypoxic stimulation.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)